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Counseling couples in domestic violence
Abstract
Domestic violence is a widespread problem that is being passed down from generation to generation.
Counselors have been debating for years as to how to effectively treat couples with domestic violence
issues. The nature of couples counseling is debated against the ethical issues, safety issues, and
appropriateness of counseling domestically violent couples. Challenges for counselors are discussed
along with rules of how and when to conduct couples counseling with domestically violent couples.
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Domestic violence is a vvidespread problem that is being passed down from generation to
generation. Counselors have been debating for years as to how to effectively treat
couples with domestic violence issues. The nature of couples counseling is debated
against the ethical issues, safety issues, and appropriateness of counseling domestically
violent couples. Challenges for counselors are discussed along with rules of how and
vvhen to conduct couples counseling with domestically violent couples.
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Counseling Couples in Domestic Violence
Domestic violence is not a rare occurancc. It is a widespread problem that needs
to be treated. Two million women are physically assaulted each year in the United States
(Augusta-Scott & Dankwort, 2002; Greenspun, 2000). There are 3.4- 8.7 million cases
of partner violence each year (Lawson, 2003), that is not counting those who are kept
quiet or are abused emotionally without marks to prove it. Many victims suffer severely
from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (Bograd, 1992; Greenspun, 2000; Jory, Anderson, &
Greer, 1997), anxiety, and other forms of psychological abuse such as isolation,
degradation, economic abuse, and fear for their lives (Jory et al., 1997). There are many
reasons why this is happening and is so widespread throughout the country (AugustaScott &Dankwort, 2002; Bograd, 1992; Greenspun, 2000; Gordon & Moriarty, 2003;
Jory et al, 1997; Kurri & Wahlstrom, 2001; La\vson, 2003). In this paper, male-female
couples \vill be discussed, where the male is the abuser.
The damage of abuse, however, is already done. We cannot go back and stop the
abuse that has already happened. The question, now, is ,.,,hat can be done to treat victims
and their batterers as well as stop abuse from continuing through future generations.
Women of domestic violence know that theu situations are not healthy and not what they
want, however they stay because of the good times, financial support, children, and a
great many other reasons (Bograd & Mederos, 1999; Greenspun, 2000: Jory & Anderson.
1999: Jory et al, 1997: Kaufman, 1992; Kurri & Wahlstrom, 2001; Lawson, 2003 ). In
fact, 50~,o of women stay with their abusiv~~ partners ((Y Lt~ary R1rling, Arias;_
Rosenbaum, l\lalonc, & Tyree, 1989). A counselor in a study done by Jor1 and Andi..:rson
(2000) stated that ··most of the \vomcn krn.:\v th1;y could partially n::sol-.c the issue by
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leaving their partners, but this did not reflect their desires or practical life situations in
most cases" (p. 350). A lot of women, for a variety of reasons, do not see leaving as a
feasible option. With this in mind, the question is now, how can partners of domestic
violence be treated and move towards recovery and safety? Since domestic violence has
many forms - emotionaC sexual, and physical abuse - it is unclear what modes of
treatment are best (Bograd & Mederos, 1999).
Treatment Options
The area of treating domestic violence is a debatable one. There are two main
fonns of treatment for those involved ,vith domestic violence. One focuses on the
batterer and the other can focus on 1.:ither the victim, or both the batterer and the victim.
The first type of programs arc aimed at batterers education. In Iowa, these programs arc
mandatory if an abuser is convicted (Personal communication ,vith the Waterloo DART
team, May, 2003). There is a lot of debate of whether these programs help or not
(G-ordon & Moriarty, 2003; Hirschhorn, 2001; Jory & Anderson, 1999; Kaufman, 1992)
In a study focused on counseling couples of domestic violence, many of the male
participants had been in at least one batterers t:ducation program without success,
meaning the batterers dropped out of the program or completed the program and rcturnl.!d
to abusing (arrested again) (Jory & Anderson, 1999). Another study looked at recidivism
rates and found that after attending the batterers education program, 47% \Vere rearrested
and 29% were recomicted within a year after treatment (Gordon & Moriarty, 2003). The

compktion rah: for men atknding batterers 1.:<luc<1tion programs i::; h.~ss th,rn ),°."

\ Hir:~chhorn, 200 I) And-.:'> en those \,\ ho compkk lh;,; program n.:·.. ictirnizc their partner:~
\\-hen they get hom1.: ( Hirschhorn, 200 l ).
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The second option is counseling. This can be done by counseling the individuals
separately (victim or batterer) or counseling the couple (victim and batterer together).
Some are finding that therapy, in general, can be counterproductive (Augusta-Scott &
Dankwort, 2002). The first hurdle with counseling is how to assess whether there is
domestic violence occurring (Bograd & Mederos, 1999; Jory & Anderson, 2000; Lawson,
2003). There is agreement that there needs to be universal screening for domestic
violence in every client or couples that come in for therapy, since it is such a widespread
problem (Bograd & Mederos, l 999; Hirschhorn, 2001; Lawson, 2003). On the positive
side, 25-30% of batterers complete therapy, however many go home to abuse emotionally
instead of physically (Bograd, 1992).
With individual counseling, all the issues of domestic violence can be discussed
in a safe cm ironment and learning can begin. In couples counseling, however, there is
much debate about vvhcther these issues can be discussed openly and whether it is a safe
environment to do this (Augusta-Scott & Dankwort, 2002; Bograd, 1992; Bograd &
Mederos, 1999; Greenspun, 2000; Harway & Hansen, 1994; Jory & Anderson, 1999; Jory
& Anderson, '.WOO; Jory et aL 1997; Kaufman, 1992: Kurri & Wahlstrom. 2001; Lawson,
2003: Rosenbaum & Maiure, 1990).

Nature of Couples Counsdmg
Couples counseling is designed to help couples work together to enhance their
relationship and \vork out their problems. A lot of times one person com inces the other
to go to couples counseling. Hmvever, they both have the ,arne agen<ia which is 10
improve thdr relationship. With domestic vioknce, this is not ah,ays the case. The
abuser may be theit during the ··Jwnt.:)moon" (ihase \\ith the agenda ofkcq,ing the
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victim in the relationship, but not intending to change anything (Personal communication
\Vith Family Service League, November, 1998). The "honeymoon·· phase is described as
the period of time in a relationship where the couple does nice things for each other,
shows affection, and is so in love that the negative aspects of the relationship seem to
disappear. There are many things that block the chance for real therapy to get done,
which will be discussed later in this article.
Couples counseling, and therapy in general, is something that is usually entered
into with good intentions (Bograd, 1992). Bograd ( 1992) stated, "therapy is usually
defined as a private and confidential encounter with clients who freely enter treatment in
good faith and with relative honesty" (p. 246). This, however, is not true \Vith couples in
domestically violent relationships. One partner may be there in good faith, the other is
still in the mindset of needing to control the other, no matter what happens in therapy.
Therapy is usually a confidential matter, where problems stay within that room
and only in extreme circumstances do they come out. With domestic violence, the \vholc
situation is an extreme circumstance. There is a matter of life and death e\.ery day for the
victim. These couples have no peace. They may have convinced their partner to come to
therapy. However, once they are cornered in there, wanting things to get better, they may
be too afraid to talk in the sessions for the very reason they are there (Augusta-Scott &
Dankwort, 2002; Bograd. 1992; Bograd & Mederos. 1999; G-ordon & Moriarty, 2003;
Kaufman, 1992; Lawson, 2003 ).
In couples counseling. th~ gc1h~r::\I purp,)se is 10 improve the n3ationship .

.\ccording to Gre~nspun

nooo .L ·'it addressl.!s the problematic communication patterns,

con fl id, and a11g1.:r \\ itbin thi.:: Jyad that arc bdic\ 1.d to coll tribnt1,; tt) , i\)kncc"' ( p. 15 5 ).
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This is assuming that these are the factors causing the violence. Many studies indicate
that these are not the reasons for abuse. Rather, abuse stems from the abuser needing to
have control over the other (Bograd & Mederos, & Anderson, 1999; Jory et al, 1997;
Lawson, 2003). With this in mind "normal" couples therapy, discussing communication
problems and conflicts, is not going to help the situation. The focus would need to he on
the real issue, him trying to control her (no matter what the reason), which then creates an
uneasy safety issue. The therapy room is supposed to be a safe place to discuss issues
freely and openly. With domestic violence, however, there is no such thing.
Empathy is another characteristic of counseling that is aimed at everyone.
Counselors are supposed to be able to empathize with both sides in couples counseling.
This skill is a must for therapy to work (Bograd, 1992). Being able to put yourself in the
other person's place in order to get a grasp of their perspective is very important in
counseling. Looking at domestic violence from a moral perspective, there is no reason
for anyone to abuse another person. Counselors are there to help people live better lives.
No matter what the motivation for abusing someone, it is not acceptable. Counselors can
understand why someone is this way. however cannot, ethically, remain neutral about it
in counseling. According to the National Board for Certified Counselors code of ethics,
counselors arc responsible for promoting client welfare (NBCC, 2002). How is a
counselor supposed to empathize "'ith someone who abuses another person, while
promoting the wdJare of the victim? Even if the counselor succeeds in empathizing \\ith

the ::ih11ser it rm1 hr~ <ie:trinwntal to tlw thentry The , ii:-tim rnqy f,:,~I brtrn) ~rl, like th,:'.
counselor is taking the abus(;rs side, like the counselor does not bdi-.:vc her, or that htr
fodings and .;xp(;i-i1.:nc(:~ arc not \alidakd (81)grad, 1992).
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Another element of ''normal" counseling is the element of neutrality. In couples
counseling, the "optimal therapeutic stance is one of neutrality" (Bograd, 1992, p. 247).
The therapist is supposed to stay on neutral ground so that there is no bias. The counselor
is supposed to remain objective to validate both sides (Bograd, 1992; Greenspun, 2000;
Kurri & Wahlstrom, 2001 ). However, in domestic violence, the abuser's side cannot he
validated, it is in reality a crime. Validating the abuser's side would also revictimize the
victim by minimizing the damage that has been done (Bograd, 1992; Greenspun, 2000).
It would minimize the importance of their situation, possibly making it seem like a
''normal" problem, not a very serious one. Some say that if a counselor is doing couples
counseling with domestic, it is important to NOT take a stance of neutrality (Bograd,
l 992; Greenspun, 2000). The counselor needs to make it clear that what the abuser is
doing is a crime. This, again, risks the safety of the victim and the chance for real
therapy to be done.
Counseling Couples in Domestic Violence
There is a lot of debate about whether couples counseling for domestic violence is
appropriate. let alone worth it. Kurri and Wahlstrom (2001) stated that it is "not possible.
or even desirable_ to create idealized prescriptions for ·good' counseling practice on
domestic violence" (p. 206). The question of whether couples counseling is effective or
appropriate remains to be ans\-vered. The first thing is to assess whether real counseling
can be done.

The first issne hind(;ring real c,11111-,eling v~ith dnrne,tic v ioknce is 1h,:: is'-ut:: nf

pu\\l'.r and control. Th.: abus..:r ha:i !.:arn..:d to cr-::at._: a r-:ality in ,\hich hi.! has th.: pi.mer
and the ability to control ev-.:rything (Augusta-Scott & Dankwort 2002 ). [his carries
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over into the therapy session. He needs to have that control over his victim, and therefore
needs to control the stories that arc told in the counseling session (Bograd, 1992). This is
done using deception. The abuser needs to deceive the therapist in order to not take
responsibility for the abuse that is occurring. If the therapist does not know the extent of
the abuse, there is no reason for him to take the blame.
One way that he may do this is by putting the blame on the victim when problems
are brought up, most often by the victim (Jory & Anderson, 1999). The abuser may not
admit to things he has done. He may turn it around and give excuses for why it
happened. This may deceive therapists into thinking that it is a problem with the victim.
Remember that, in counseling, it is assumed that there is honesty in the counseling
session (Bograd, 1992). With this in mind, it is hard to separate the deception from the
truth.
Another \Yay to deceive the therapist is by ·'creating false realities" (Jory &
Anderson, 1999, p. 353). The abuser may just blatantly make up things that the victim
did not do or that he did not do. This allows him to present himself in the best light
pos<.;iblc. This also could he comidercd ahuse, even though it is in a therapy scssion. It

\vould be considered ·'crazy-making'", \\hich is tellmg stories that are not true with the
result of the \ ictim not knowing what reality is and thinking that they are losing their
minds (Personal communication with Family Service League. Nov1..~mber, 1998).
Another 'v\ay the abuser deceives the therapist and takes control of the session is

hy minimiling. Couples that come in for thernpy <lo not often

prt'.St'nt 1h(~ clnnw-;tic

v-iolencc: as an i:,su1:. This is due to the deception and 1.h1: minimizing, ( Hir~chborn, 2UU l;
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seem not as bad. This is enhanced by the victims' fear of speaking out and confronting
their abuser. The therapist may be thinking (if they are not familiar vvith this area) that
since the victim is not denying or arguing with what the abuser is saying, it must be true.
These deceptions are about taking control and having the power.
According to Jory and Anderson ( 1999), the "women struggled to express the
destruction of self-confidence, the breakdown of trust, the embarrassment with friends
and family, and the loss of control over their mvn lives'' (p. 354). This brings up the next
barrier to getting real therapy done, accuracy. The therapeutic environment may not
truthful (Bograd & Mederos, 1999; Greenspun, 2000; Jory & Anderson, 1999). First of
all, being in an abusive relationship may have caused the victim to have distorted vie\\S
of reality, as such with "crazy-making" (Bograd & Mederos, 1999; Personal
communication ½ith family Service League, November, 1998). This makes it extremely
difficult to communicate the real problems. It also makes it hard for the victim to
confront discrepancies in the stories he tells. She may even deny that there is abuse, this
could be because of fear or even not knowing what is considered abuse (Cireenspun,
2000).

All of the abusers techniques to control the session and the victim also
contaminate the ac<.:uracy of the session (Jory & Anderson, 1999). \Vhen the abuser
minimizes or denies the abuse. he is contaminating the accuracy of the therapeutic
environment. When the abuser deceives the therapist in any way, he is contaminating the
hnncsty of the ther:1pentic ,~nvirnn111,~nt Thi-; inrli,de<; him 111:1kin~ HP' fal-;,• r,•,lliti,~,-·
bbming the \ ictim for the abust:, k<.:eping the ahu:;c s1.:cn:t, ors:\ en thr..;atcning tht: "ict; m
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The abuser may also contaminate the therapeutic environment by "inflating his
own character, competencies, or contributions and demeaning those of his partner
through blame, ridicule, and criticism" (Jory & Anderson, 1999, p.356). This distorts the
accuracy of the situation and makes it difficult to conduct therapy. Another thing the
abuser may do is remember all the good things he has done, but remember nothing good
the victim has done (Jory & Anderson, 1999). These are all ways to hinder the progress
of therapy.
Safety
One of the biggest issues with counseling couples in domestic violence situations,
is the safety of the victim (Augusta-Scott & Dankwort, 2002; Bograd, 1992; Bograd &
Mederos, 1999; Gordon & Moriarty, 2003; Greenspun, 2000; Hirschhorn, 2001;
Kaufman, 1992). The victim may have gotten the abuser into therapy, most likdy after
an abusive episode and him needing a \vay to keep her with him. Hovvever, this docs not
mean she feels safe in doing so. Once she is in the counseling session, she may feel
trapped, like she wants to be here and improve their relationship by stopping the \•iolence.
Yet she may feel trapped hecause her abuser is there. watching and listenmg to
everything she does and says. She may realm! the danger of more abuse. if she \\ere to
speak about the abuse, voice her concerns, fears, and anger \\ ith her abuser sitting beside
her. If she \\ere to \ crbalize her concerns. she would be left compktcly \ ulnerable
(Kaufman, 1992), \\hich would be completely okay in "normal" circumstances or in
indi\ idual therapy

The ,caiity, is that if the clients an: vulnerable in :scs~:ion. 1,,vhcn: there is a

co1m0! kd ;.rnd sa fi.; u1v ir,)nnh.:nt_ thcrt:: is a good possibil it) that th-:: \ ict;rn m.1_y hav t._; to
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face the wrath of their abuser when they get back home, where there is no safe place
(Kaufman, 1992). At this point, it is a matter oflooking at the counseling sessions one
session at a time. The reality is that confronting his abuse in the therapy session is not
going to make him come to the realization that he is abusive and this is wrong. Possibly
this could happen over time, but from day to day, this is not the case. He is most likely to
get angry and take it out on the victim (Hirschhorn, 200t Kaufman, 1992). One of two
things could happen, the victim could realize this and be too afraid to talk in the
counseling session (Lawson, 2003) or she could have this idea in her head that the
counselor will protect her. Either way, couples therapy is not helping if these two things
are occurnng.
If the victim is too afraid to talk in session because of the fear of him hurting her
afterwards, th1::re is the problem with accuracy again. This inaccuracy is a big problem
because the couple is not working on their issues, th,.:y are basically \Vorking on fake
issues. Again, traditional couples therapy \vill not help.

If the victim thinks the therapist can protect her and speaks her fears, anger and
concerns in session. it will probably occur only once. If he abuses her after doing this.
she may be quiet or just agree with the abuser the rest of the time in therapy. Another
possible outcome could be that therapy is stopped (Jory & Anderson, 1999). The ending
of therapy could put the , ictirn more at risk and more isolated than before.
The bottom line is that putting the victim in a v ulncrable spot when thcre is no

protection for her is unethical (Bograd. I 992: 8ogrnd & t\-kdcros, 1999; Hir-:chhnrn.
200 I; fory & Anderson, !999; Kaufman, 1992; Kurri & \\lahlstrorn, 200 l :. Lawson.
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victim, there is no guarantee that the victim will be safe when the couple goes home
(Kaufman, 1992).
How is the issue of safety supposed to be handled in couples therapy? There are a
number of suggestions as to how to assess the risk of violence and abuse towards the
victim before therapy. However, there are few answers about how to make the
therapeutic environment a safe and effective place to do therapy as well as decrease the
risk for abuse after the session.
Hirschhorn (2001) suggested checking in with the victim frequently to make sure
they could handle talking about the abuse and felt safe. Kaufman ( 1992) strongly
encouraged counselors to use their intuition and to separate the couple if they sense
violence or fear. Once separated, counselors need to talk to the victim about her safety,
come up v.ith a safety plan, and give her phone numbers to the nearest shelter and police
d~partmcnt. E\en though this seems like a good plan, it still cannot ensure the victim
safety. Bograd ( 1992) said that even attempts to assess the risk in session will not be
accurate because the woman i<; in a state of tear and cannot accurately state the danger
she is in
Challenges for Counselors
There are many challenges that counselors have to face when working \Vith
couples \Vith domestic \iolence issues. One is maintaining the alliance with both people
(La,:vson, 2003). It is easy to empathize with the victim, if the counselor is not taken into
iht: di.:ceptions of the ah11ser The hard mrt i" to ke('.n a ooi,d 1Jwran,~11tic' r~hitionsJ,ip
l

l

._,

.I.

\\ith the t:ibuscr. 1 he coun:_;clor docs \\ant to be in alliani;;c >.\ith th-: ;.;,huscr for the sake ,)f
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the abuser will not change or even attempt to try. Hovvever, in doing this the counselor
does not want the victim to feel like the counselor does not believe her or support her.
Keeping this support even for both members of the couple is a struggle for a lot of
therapists.
The second challenge is how to both address the problems while still supporting
them. How can the counselor address the destructive behaviors of the abuser without
criticizing (Bo grad, 1992 )? If the abuse is criticized, the abuser will not stay in therapy
long and it puts the victim at greater risk by making the abuser angrier. However, the
counselor does not want to make light of the abuse, either. The abuse is a serious matter
and it is a crime. Making light of it would also not validate the victim. This would mean
revictimizing the victim in what is supposed to be a safe place. Unfortunately, there is no
answer to this imperative question.
Another challenge is the question of hovv counselors arc supposed to encourage
change and promote a healthy relationship between the couple when, statistically, they
know that change is not likely ( Bo grad, 1992). The traditional role 0f couples counseling
is to promote a healthy relationship and encourage the couple to work together. This
does not work vvith couples with domestic violence issues. They do not have a fair
common ground to work from. There are no universal guidelines for working \'vlth
couples in domestic violence. This ka,cs counselors in the dark. They an: ethically
bound to help couples that want hdp. Hovvever, in this case there is serious doubt that

relat10nship and tr) to improv1: it /Kurn & Wahlstrom. :~001 ).
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Along with all of this is the extreme counter-transference the counselor may face
(Bograd & Mederos, 1999). This refers to the situations where the counselor places
personal feelings from his experiences onto the client. In the victim's case, the counselor
may feel the strongest need to protect her. This interferes with the neutrality of the
therapeutic environment. lt may also make the abuser very angry and be detrimental to
the safety of the victim. In the abuser's case, the counselor may be extremely angry with
him and want to punish him. This also interferes with the neutrality of the therapeutic
environment and could anger the abuser to harm the victim. Generally counselors may
be able to understand why the abuse is happening, but not be able to distance themselves
from the moral aspects of these situations.
When is Couples Counseling Appropriate?
Then: are no ckar-cut guidelines for when couples counseling is appropriate or
.vhcn it should not be done. There arc a lot of arguments, \vhich have been discussed in
this paper, stating that couples counseling should never be done with couples who have
domestic violence issues. In fact, there are 20 states in the United States where

counseling couples for domestic violence is illegal (Personal communication with
Michael Fleming, May 2003).
Many researchers say that there arc benefits of couples counseling ( Bograd &
Mederos, 1999: Jory & Anderson, 2000: Rosenbaum & Maiuro, 1990). Rosenbaum and
Maiuro ( 1990) dcenit.:d couples counseling a good idea and suggested that the counselor
could sec the man's control tactics and his a(!.gression that mi3ht nnt he i:;c,~n in iqclivil'i1rnl
,::ounscling. Jory and Anderson (20UO) thought that the v"lernan might be s:mpov,cred
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battered women often stay with their partners despite the abuse, so counselors might as
well try and "fix" the relationship (Jory & Anderson, 2000).
Despite these positive aspects, there is a lot of apprehension to counsel couples in
domestically violent situations. There are many different ways counselors define whether
it is appropriate to counsel domestic violence couples. The first rule is that both people
are coming to counseling voluntarily (Bograd & Mederos, 1999: Jory et al, 1997). This
suggests that they are both committed to working on their relationship and saving it
(Lawson, 2003). Voluntary participation does not always demonstrate this, however, so
counselors still need to be cautious.
The second rule is that the abuser can take responsibility for the abuse (Bograd &
M1.;deros, 1999; Grcenspun, 2000; Jory & Anderson, 2000: Lawson, 2003 ). This means
that there is some level of grief and regret for what he has done. If he has taken
responsibility, there will be less of a chance that he would minimize, deny, and try to
control the session. This, in and of itself. gives therapy more of a chance to help the
relationship. Then, real work can get done. Jory and Anderson (2000) suggest that the
abuser taking responsibility occurs in individual therapy, vvhich should come before
couples counseling. Jory and Anderson (2000) suggest that "'couples therapy be
postponed until abust.:r·s made progress in individual therapy" and ··exhibited some
\\illingness to be accountable, to respect his partner, and to keep the psychological
environment free from coercion'' (p. 346).
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also need to assess the level of violence. There cannot be high levels of violence in the
relationship (Bograd & Mederos, 1999; Lawson, 2003). If there is a high level of
violence in the relationship, the risk is too great. There is more of a chance that the
victim would not be safe after the session. This is unfortunate since those with high
levels of violence are the ones that need the most help.
These are not clear-cut guidelines for who is appropriate for couples counseling.
Counselors must guess as to who would benefit the most and who would be at the lowest
level of risk for violence occurring after sessions. However, all couples in domestic
violence are unpredictable.
Guidelines for Couples Counseling
The unanimous response in the research is that individual intervie>vvs or individual
counsding is the prerequisite to couples counseling (Bograd, l 992; Greenspun, 2000;
Kaufman, 1992; Kurri & Wahlstrom, 2001; Lawson, 2003). In the individual intcnic\',s,
it is possible to get infonnation that might not come out if you started with couples
counseling. Information that may make the victim vulnerable in the couples se-:sion, can
be discussed beforehand in the individual interview >vvithout fear of the consequences
( Bograd & Mederos, 1999; Orcenspun, 2000; Harway & Hansen, 1994 ).
Ideally, the victim and the abuser would have individual intcrvie,:vs. lndi>v idual
interviews alkm the counsdor to assess the different stories bet:v,cen the two" the safety
risk for the victim, and the each individual's history (childhood abuse, PTSD, etc.)
without the foar of\l1lncrnhility (Rograd &. l'vforll~ro~, 1999·. Grt'l'f1c:.pun, ?000·, 1-hin~q~
Hansi;.::1L I Y\i4·, Lmson, 2003 ).

1(7
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With the victim, the counselor can set up a safety plan (Bograd & Mederos, 1999;
Grcenspun, 2000; Hanvay & Hansen, 1994; Kurri & \Vahlstrom, 2001; Lavvson, 2003).
This would help the risk factor by at least ensuring that she has a safety plan if they were
to go into couples counseling. Lawson (2003) suggests that the following be discussed in
the individual interview with the woman:
" ... identify risk patterns and behaviors of the abuser, individuals to call in a crisis,
procedures used by self and others to contact law enforcement, escape routes and
safe havens, identifying safe and less safe places in the home, obtaining extra
house and car keys, and an escape kit (eg., money, checks, important papers,
and valuables)" (p. 26).
These are all extremely important things that need to be discussed with the victim. This
is best done in private and not in the presence of her abuser. Only after certain things
(safety issw.:s, aggressi·vcncss, honesty, etc.) have been established in the individual
interviews and the relationship is deemed appropriate for couples counsding, should this
occur.
Conclusion
The debate of whether couples counseling is appropriate or wortlnvhile for
couples of domestic violence vv ill continue to go on. There are some advantages tlf
couples counst:ling for domestic violence. However, the majority opinion is that it is
extremely risky and should only be done when certain criteria are met, and even then,

annualh,., bY.., their husbands. l\ fam.., of these 1,vom-:n V'.CTC killed atter thev.,, had kft their
1
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is a struggle between \vhat can be done, v\ihat need's to be done, and how to do it.
Unfortunately, there are no clear answers.
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